
ENGLISH 114-04:  “What is Academic Reading and Writing?”      
Entering the Conversation as Members of an Academic Community
______________________________________________________________________
Fall Semester, 2015 Instructor: Dan Curtis-Cummins
Course Meets: Mon, Wed, Fri: 8:10-9:00am Contact:  dcc123@mail.sfsu.edu; 707-486-4156
Location: HUM 119 Office Hour: HUM 128,  Wed. 9:00 am and appt.
Course Website: access via iLearn Mailbox: TBA

Course Description 
This course is about defining who we are as readers and writers as we enter the university, through 
critical interactions with diverse language.   The goal of this course is to critically engage you with 
different forms of academic writing, to give you choices in how you develop as academic writers.  Our 
central challenge over the semester will be to collaboratively define academic writing in diverse new 
ways as you individually negotiate your written voice with the standards of the university — representing 
a recurring theme of life I like to think of as the balance between self and society.  Ultimately, we will 
discuss how we all experience reading and writing in different ways and for different purposes with 
regard to our academic identities, as we enter an academic ‘conversation’ about diversity, knowledge, and 
writing in and for the university.

In this course you will: 
Write daily in ‘quick-writes’ to practice ‘idea drafting’ and narrative writing. 
Choose one full length novel from the selection below and interact online and in-class through 
Book Clubs; prepare a Book Club ‘share’ about the group and individual reading process with your 
group to present in the last week of class.
Engage in effective reading strategies with interesting texts and critically discuss them with peers. 
ALL weekly readings and Book Club page goals will require ‘annotation blogs’ (like ‘double-entry 
journals’) prior to course meetings to preface discussion questions and reactions to the reading.
Think critically about your reading and writing processes through constant reflection in daily quick 
writes, book club blogs, and required post-unit reflections for each major assignment.  Reflecting 
on ‘how you read and write’ is the ‘metacognitive’ focus of this course
Develop ‘rhetorical awareness’ of a writer’s purpose, genre, & audience in your reading processes, 
and use this awareness critically in your own writing process.
Practice research skills that draw from multiple and diverse sources, including personal experience 
(narrative), interviews, library research, and online research methods; read a variety of texts from 
fiction to academic research articles, and effectively use those texts to support arguments in your 
writing. 
Prepare and revise three drafts of four major essays by their due dates, in order to benefit from the 
peer revision focus of this course.  This is required: your final portfolio grade will depend on having 
all drafts completed by the day of the peer revision workshops and fully participating in the 
workshops with your peers, using the provided ‘peer revision sheets’ as guides. 
Revise, revise, revise!  All four major writing assignments and the ‘in-class’ essay will be evaluated in 
a final portfolio, which means you will have the opportunity to revise any essay for your portfolio 
based on your peer revision group process, my written comments, and your individual editing 
strategies.

Course Texts 
1.  They Say/I Say, 3rd Ed., Graff & Birkenstein, 2014 (SFSU Bookstore or Amazon) 
2. selections of From Inquiry to Academic Writing, 2nd Ed., Greene & Lidinsky, 2011/2012 (iLearn)
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3. selected scholarly essays for weekly discussion of course themes (iLearn)

3.  One of the following Book Club choices: 
The Brief  Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, by Junot Diaz
Ishmael, by Daniel Quinn
Ireland, by Frank Delaney 
Their Eyes Were Watching God, by Zora Neale Hurston
The Hundred Secret Senses, by Amy Tan
Go Tell it on the Mountain, by James Baldwin

Grade Breakdown 
        Final portfolio: 

10% each:  4 revised ‘portfolio draft’ essays, posted to blog
(10% aggregate evaluation from teacher drafts, all including: 

• submitted ‘teacher’ draft with original evaluation
• proofreading draft with ‘proofreading’ peer revision guides from group
• idea drafts with ‘idea draft’ KWL+ peer revision guides from group)

10% Essay #5: in-class reflection essay and outline; revised draft (if chosen)
15% Blogs: Post-Unit reflections/cover letters (4) and weekly reading annotation blogs
15% Book Club blogs (5) and presentation 
20% daily quickwrites/attendance, ‘presence,’ and active participation

Course Policies 
Attendance in this discussion-based course is essential for your learning and maintenance of the 
overall classroom community.  You may miss a maximum of 4 class sessions, after which your 
attendance grade will be lowered by 2 percentage points for each absence.  Unexcused absences on 
peer revision days will also affect your Essay grade (submitted teacher drafts must contain all rough 
drafts with peer group members’ comments on peer revision sheets).
Late Work will impact your peer response group’s ability to participate in the revision process, 
which is an emphasis in this course.  Your revision portion of the Essay grade, as well as overall points 
possible will be lowered for late work.  
Plagiarism is not acceptable and will result in an ‘unacceptable’ paper that will not count towards 
your portfolio grade.  Always ask a tutor or myself if you are unsure of how to cite a source or are 
unsure whether a source is valid for academic work.  For more information, see the “College of 
Humanities Plagiarism Resources” web site: www.sfsu.edu/~collhum/plagiarism.html.
Tutoring is available free of cost through the English Tutoring Center (ETC) in HUM 480 and the 
Learning Assistance Center (LAC) in HSS 348.  Drop-in and/or Weekly meetings for credit available. 
Talk with me or contact their offices for more information. 
Headphones are not allowed in class.  Cell phones can be used for academic purposes only. 
Appropriate accommodations will be made for any student requiring them, through myself and 
resources provided by the Disability Resource Center located in the Student Services Building, or 
contact by telephone at 338-2472 and email at dprc@sfsu.edu.
SF State fosters a campus free of sexual violence including sexual harassment, domestic violence, 
dating violence, stalking, and/or any form of sex or gender discrimination. If you disclose a personal 
experience as an SF State student, the course instructor is required to notify the Dean of Students. 
To disclose any such violence confidentially, contact:  The SAFE Place - (415) 338-2208; http://
www.sfsu.edu/~safe_plc/  Counseling and Psychological Services Center - (415) 338-2208; http://
psyservs.sfsu.edu/ For more information on your rights and available resources: http://titleix.sfsu.edu 
Other Course Policies will be created and agreed upon by the class participants in the first week of class
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English 114 Student Learning Outcomes 
After completion of SFSU’s Written English Communication 1 requirement, students will be able to:

1. read actively and effectively and use information acquired from readings, research and other sources 
critically in their own writing;

2. use writing processes and strategies for generating, revising, editing, and proofreading their work; 
collaborate with others during the writing process, developing ways to offer constructive criticism 
and accept the criticism of others;

3. reflect on their reading and writing processes as an avenue to achieving greater control of these 
processes and increased effectiveness as readers and writers;

4. demonstrate a basic familiarity with rhetorical conventions, composing effective expository prose 
with regard to purpose, audience and genre;

5. create and apply a research plan to locate, use and evaluate information from a variety of sources, 
including library resources;

6. use evidence and analysis to successfully support the central purpose of their writing; demonstrate 
ethical conduct in their writing and the appropriate use and citation of the works of others;

7. develop knowledge of genre conventions ranging from structure and paragraphing to tone and 
mechanics; control such surface features as syntax, grammar, punctuation, and spelling;

8. gain and use knowledge of the academic community to support their development as learners, 
readers and writers.

Major Assignment Descriptions 
Essay 1:  Who are you as a Writer?:  Language and Literacy Narrative

This essay asks you to reflect on the essential question:  What is your relationship to language, 
reading and/or writing?  Through the process of preparing, drafting, and revising this essay, I will ask you 
to reflect on your ‘home’ experiences with language, your educational experiences with reading and 
writing before college, your how your personal practices of reading and writing have evolved outside of 
school, including any alternative types of ‘reading and writing’ you do in the world (online, in social media, 
spoken word, poetry, and/or hip hop).  3-5 pages double spaced.   

Essay 2:  Who are you as a Reader?:  Rhetorical Reading of Diverse Texts through Difficulty Paper
 Regardless of skill level or education, all readers experience difficulty in the reading process, 
especially with texts written in unfamiliar or diverse forms of English (including academic English).  This 
essay asks you to critically reflect on your process of reading a diverse, yet academic text assigned for 
this course, and by ‘reading through writing’ and ‘writing through reading’, develop strategies to question 
the text and work through these questions to understand its overall meaning and rhetorical structure.  
Your essay will situate you as a critical, questioning reader in the context of the academic genre, 
audience, and purpose of the text as you choose passages that raised ‘difficulty’ for you and analyze them 
for their rhetorical appeals in the context of the overall message or thesis.  

You will be asked to choose one of the articles assigned for this unit and identify 2-3 locations in 
the text where you were confused, perplexed, intrigued, and/or surprised by the prose.  What made the 
language or prose difficult to understand, and what strategies we discussed in class helped you get 
through it?  Why did the author make those rhetorical moves, and for who?  What was the effect on you 
as a reader, or how did it make you feel?  Finally, what makes it academic, if at all, in your opinion?  4-6 
pages double spaced.  

Essay 3:  What is the Nature of an Academic Conversation?: Academic Inquiry/Research Paper.
 This essay asks you to choose a topic related to language, academic writing, and/or education 
that is important to you, and put them in conversation with each other and yourself  Consider the 
questions that have come up for you so far in our readings and discussions about education, diversity, 
language and identity and what larger societal/educational issues or implications they bring up.  We will 



work together to synthesize these questions into a directed inquiry question that connects the 
essential question of ‘what’s language got to do with academic reading and writing’ to larger educational 
and/or societal issues of diversity and social justice; this inquiry question will guide your research 
process.  We will brainstorm many possible topics in class. 

For this essay you will begin by researching to find 3-5 academic articles outside of the course 
texts, and summarize their arguments as if they were in a ‘conversation,’ following a They Say/I Say model 
that puts you in the conversation as well.  Be sure to consider counter-arguments to your argument. 
From this synthesis of the articles you find in addition to course texts (if applicable), conclude your essay 
by returning to your inquiry question, re-evaluating why it is important for society or social justice, and 
posing any new questions your research process brought up.  5-7 pages double spaced;  MLA or APA 
format required.

Essay 4:  How do Human Voices add to the Academic Conversation?:  Interview Project
 For Essay 4, we will bridge the Research Paper with the Revision Unit by revising and 
expanding Essay 3 with human voices, through an interview with faculty at SFSU that you know, 
locate, and/or contact to further your research.  Through “primary source” research methods of 
conducting interviews, you will add a first hand account to the conversation you started in Essay 
3, using your Inquiry question and initial research as the driving force and main focus of your 
interview.  How do human voices, ‘read’ as a source text, add to the conversation about language, 
standardized English, ‘academic writing,’ etc.?  Is there a grey area, or complexity in the argument beyond 
what you discovered in your library research?  And most importantly for this essay, how does the 
interview process expand your opinion or stance on your topic, as well as the larger ‘So What’ for 
society?  

You will formulate several interview questions based on your research, and for your essay focus 
on 3-4 responses from your that you found most interesting or compelling for your own argument.  Your 
essay must use support from your interview notes, transcriptions, and quotes, integrated into the 
‘conversation’ that you started in Unit 3 in rhetorically effective ways.  7-10 pages total Essay 3/4; MLA 
or  APA format required, including academic citation of your informant.

Essay 5 (in class):  What is Academic Writing?: Course Synthesis and Reflection
 For this essay, you will practice timed writing to prepare you for situations in which you will 
need to draw on these strategies in your academic career and beyond.  However, this essay will be 
evaluated with consideration of the time limits and you will have a choice to revise your essay if you 
desire to do so.  Essentially, you will be asked to use your portfolio and a prepared outline to a.) 
synthesize how your definition of ‘academic reading and writing’ has developed over the semester, and 
b.) reflect on how this definition has helped you develop as an academic reader and writer.  Or, 
essentially, how does your development over the course of the semester reflect your concept of 
academic reading and writing?  And what’s language got to do with it?  We will brainstorm this and other 
guiding questions and prepare heavily for this essay.   



Course Calendar
Week Major activities Important due dates

1
8/24-
8/28

UNIT ONE:  Who are you as a writer? 
FOCUS:  defining college writing

Mon:  name game, intro course
Wed: class discussion: writing as ‘conversation’ (They Say/I 
Say and ‘From Inquiry’ discussion)
create course guidelines/guidelines for ‘responding’ to 
each others’ writing ‘as a reader’
intro iLearn site and individual blogs/teacher blog
Fri:  discuss From Inquiry p. 29-32; annotation & blogs 
Community Building activity and BOOK CLUB sign-up

by 8/26 read From Inquiry p. 1-14; They 
Say/I Say Introduction
by 8/28: read/annotate From Inquiry 
29-32
by 8/28: set up blog on ‘blogger’
by 8/31: read and annotate ‘literacy 
narrative’ essays with annotation blogs
by 9/2: get Book Club novels 

2
8/31-
9/4

FOCUS:  language and literacy narratives
Mon: Assign Essay 1 
Mon/Wed: discuss ‘literacy narrative’ essays (X, Tan, Lu) 
and connect to Essay 1
Wed: brainstorm/discuss questions about Essay 1
Fri:  idea draft peer revision workshop
Book Club Meeting to set page goals

9/3 9AM: post ‘idea draft’ of Essay 1to 
blog; respond to group’s drafts with 
’KWL+ revision sheets’
by 9/9: read Ch. 8 of They Say/I Say
by 9/9: read first 10 pages of Book Club 
novel and write ‘prediction’ blog
by 9/11: revise/expand Essay 1 and bring 
group copies

3
9/7-
9/11

FOCUS:  revision and proofreading of Assignment 1
Mon: LABOR DAY
Wed:  grammar lesson/workshop: verb tense, 
SVA,sentence boundaries; They Say/I Say Chapter 8 
discussion on transitions
BOOK CLUB: book club meeting #1 on blog #1
Fri: proofreading peer revision workshops: bring 3 copies

by 9/14: Essay 1 due with all peer 
revision sheets 
by 9/14: post Unit 1 blog reflection
by 9/14: read From Inquiry p. 32-46, 241 
and annotate with annotation blogs

4
9/14-
9/18

UNIT TWO:   Who are you as a reader? 
FOCUS: Rhetorical Features of Diverse Texts

Mon:  visual rhetorical analysis (p. 241); “Broken English” 
Wed: discuss From Inquiry p. 32-46, 241; lesson on 
rhetorical awareness, brainstorm critical and rhetorical 
reading strategies
Fri: jigsaw discussion of Anzaldua and Young; Essay 2

by 9/18:  read and annotate Anzaldua 
and Young with annotation blogs
by 9/21: annotate Difficulty Paper; 
annotate Essay 2 Assignment Sheet; 
bring annotations Monday

5
9/21-
9/25

FOCUS: Rhetorical Analysis; Difficulty Papers
Mon:  Anzaldua and Young continued
Wed: group workshop/brainstorm Essay 2
’Fri:  discuss Chapter 9 from They Say/I Say on 
colloquialisms
HW: Book Club first page goal and Blog 2 due 9/29 with 
one sentence comment to each group members’ post

by 9/25, read and annotate Ch. 9 from 
They Say/I Say
on 9/27 post ‘idea draft’ of Assignment 
1to blog
by 9/28:  respond to group’s drafts with 
’KWL+ revision sheets’
by 10/2: revise/expand Essay 2 and bring 
3 copies 

6
9/28-
10/2

FOCUS: revision and proofreading Assignment 2
Mon: idea draft’ workshop of Assignment 2
Wed: revision lesson; review of narrative genres so far; 
Sentence level review; ‘grammar for meaning’ discussion
Wed:  BOOK CLUB meeting #2 on Blog 2
Fri: proofreading workshop Essay 2

by 9/30: read From Inquiry pg. 14, pgs. 
273-294 & annotation blog
10/5: Essay 2 packet due 
9/27: BOOK CLUB blog 2 due with 
comments to group blogs
10/5: Essay 2 due; Unit 2 blog reflection 



7
10/5-
10/9

UNIT THREE: Entering an Academic Conversation 
FOCUS: They Say/I Say
Mon.: Assign Essay 3; video/discussion; brainstorm topics
Wed:  jigsaw discussion of Kinloch, Zorn and Fish: How are 
they in ‘conversation’ with all articles read so far? discuss
Fri: discuss  They Say/I Say Chapter 1-3; From Inquiry 
74-89 on ‘Research Questions’

[skim From Inquiry p. 99-120, 247-272]
10/7: read Kinloch, Zorn, & Fish with 
annotation blogs
by 10/9: read They Say/I Say Ch. 1-3; 
From Inquiry 74-89, and annotation blog
By 10/12: choose topic and bring draft 
inquiry question
By 10/14: read From Inquiry p. 120-138; 
Fieldworking p. 39-40 & annotation blog

8
10/12

-
10/16

FOCUS:  Developing Inquiry/Research Questions
Mon: share draft inquiry question in small workshop 
Wed:discuss From Inquiry 120-138; Fieldworking p. 39-40 
and 140-142; discuss MLA/APA format guidelines
Fri:  online/library research day in HUM 403

by 10/19: read They Say/I Say Chs. 4-7 
by 10/19: bring draft research outline

9
10/19

-
10/23

FOCUS:  Outlining, Thesis, revision of Essay 3
Mon: discuss They Say/I Say 4-7; model Essay development 
using They Say/I Say template overhead [with SRTOL]
Mon/Wed: outline and thesis workshop; in-class work
Fri: Essay 3 ’Idea Draft’ workshops with blog guides

10/22 pm: post idea draft of Essay 3
by 10/23: respond to group with KWL+ 
revision workshop guides
by 10/28: revise Essay 3 w/ group copies
by 10/30: BOOK CLUB blog & comment

10
10/26

-
10/30

FOCUS:  Reflecting on the research process
Mon: individual conference day-midterm check-in
Wed: Essay 3 ‘proofreading’ workshop with group copies
Fri:  grammar workshop, grammar discussion for meaning
preview Interview process and as a class, mock email 
outreach; mock recording and playback/equipment check
Fri: Book Club meeting #3 on blog 3

11/2: Essay 3 packet due 
by 11/2: read and annotate Fieldworking 
p. 219-244 with annotation blog
by 11/4: ALL read Entrevistas p. 1-14
CHOOSE one other Anzaldua interview 
with annotation blog: include 3 draft 
interview questions

11
11/2-
11/6

UNIT FOUR: Engaging with SFSU Faculty 
FOCUS:  What can we learn from human voices?
Mon: Interview video activity; Fieldworking discussion
Wed: jigsaw discussion of Anzaldua interviews
Fri: Interview day; no class

by 11/2, CC’d interview email to me
11/9 read Fieldworking p. 305-307
11/11 pm: post interview notes, 
transcriptions to blog; respond to group

12
11/9-
11/13

FOCUS: Revision of Essay 3, Interview write-up
Mon: discussion of interview, transcribing, Fieldworking; 
mock interview write-up with Smitherman interview
Wed: Veteran’s Day, no class: idea draft workshop online 
Fri: in-class work on transcribing; interview write-up.

11/11: idea draft online workshop
11/13: bring interviews to work on
11/20: Essay 3.5 due

13
11/16

-
11/20
_____

Fall 
Break

UNIT FIVE: ‘Metacognition’ and Mega-Reflections 
FOCUS: Long Term Revisions; Portfolio Preview
Mon:  Portfolio Review; Preview Rest of Semester 
Wed: Essay 3.5 Revision Workshop (read silently)
Fri:  HUM 403; Essay 3.5 packet due; discuss 
‘Metacognition’; Essay 5 discussion of ‘Central Themes’; 
post Essay 1 and 2 to blog and group peer response plan 

11/18 Proofreading Workshop w/ copies 
11/20: Essay 3.5 due
Fall Recess Radar: revise/post Essay 1 
and 2; groups respond ‘as a reader’
12/1: blog post draft outline/practice 
essay for in-class essay #5
11/29: BOOK CLUB: finish book, Blog 4

14
11/30

-
12/4

FOCUS: Outlines; Portfolio as Source Text 
Mon: BOOK CLUB meeting #4; plan Book Club Share
Wed: Essay 5 Outline workshop/in-class work
Fri: HUM 403:  Essay 5 in-class Mega-Practice Write

12/2: print group copies of Outline draft
12/4 In-class Essay 5

15
12/7-
12/11

Mon/Wed:  BOOK CLUB shares/presentations
Fri: Course Endings: Theme for English B annotation 
activity and Course Theme wrap-up

12/7-12/9: Book Club Shares 
12/18: Last day to post Portfolio to blog




